Adjuvant therapy in gastric and cardia cancer: should we irradiate?
The purpose of this review is to comment on the current status and the place of the (neo)adjuvant therapy of gastric cancer, and on the standardization of care in this setting. The definition of optimal surgery remains controversial in gastric cancer. A recent review by the Dutch Gastric Cancer Group supports the so-called 'over-D1' extended lymphadenectomy, without pancreatectomy and splenectomy, as the optimal procedure, avoiding an increased postoperative mortality. The results from the phase III INT 116 trial should not definitively assign adjuvant chemoradiation as a robust standard of care, mainly due to the lack of optimal surgery in this trial. However, the concept of adjuvant chemoradiation will likely become more and more used, and will influence the design of future studies, reinforced by the incorporation of novel agents. If adjuvant chemotherapy failed to significantly increase survival, the use of perioperative chemotherapy (ECF regimen x 3 pre- and postoperative) was recently reported to improve survival, without affecting postoperative mortality and morbidity; mature results from this large phase III Medical Research Council Adjuvant Gastric Cancer Infusional Chemotherapy trial should be considered as an important step implementing neoadjuvant chemotherapy as a new standard of care. Neoadjuvant therapy of locally advanced tumors also offers an ideal setting to assess new combinations, including cytotoxics, biologics and conformational radiation, coupled with translational research. Much remains to be done before anticipating an incontestable standard of care in gastric cancer, although the recent phase III trials indicate that multimodality therapy could impact on the prognosis of gastric cancer.